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Student Community Action Tours, or SCAT, is a platform
for students to investigate and retell the history of the
community around them. In a series of workshops,
students interview local residents, analyze maps and
documents, and play interactive games. At the end of
the course, they lead walking tours based on what
they’ve learned.
SCAT is focused on community building and collective
struggle, past and unfolding. Students:
rethink history by combining personal narrative with
community history
retake ownership of community space
develop shared consciousness through group-based tourdesign and intergenerational research

SCAT workshops can be run in:
classrooms
community centers
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Students investigate the neighborhood by taking pictures of it. At the
beginning of the course, they find things like “a place of healing” and
“someone doing non-manual labor.” Later, in prep for their tours, they
pick out places that connect with broader topics or issues—for example,
“voting rights” could be represented by a church or community center.

In this game, students work in groups to design maps of fictional
neighborhoods made up of personally important and favorite places.
While students are drawing their maps, the facilitator, acting as an
urban planner, marks them up with new, unwanted developments—e.g.,
a highway cutting the neighborhood in half. In a role play, students
speak out about the changes and strategize about how to prevent them
from happening.

In this game, students embody gentrification from both sides. Students
are split into two teams separated by a boundary in the middle of the
room. Each half is given a “rule” (e.g., walk around in figure eights).
Over the course of the game, the boundary moves toward one side of
the room, pushing back anyone who can’t adapt to the other side’s rule.

“I thought it was very
challenging, having
your group talk about
Chinatown history
while other citizens
are walking around.
At the same time, I
thought it was very
fun interacting with
each other and
having people know
that Chinatown isn't
just a place where
people come to hang
out and buy stuff, but
it’s a historical place
with people who lived
back then and make
Chinatown today.”
Jay, 8th grader,
Asian-Americans
United

Students interview neighborhood activists. In prep, they practice
interviewing each other and reflect on the importance of social history.

In “lie detector,” students read documents about the neighborhood
and pick out falsehoods that the facilitator has intentionally inserted.
After the lies are revealed, students are asked: What else is missing or
biased in these documents?

For historical events (e.g., protesting the placement of the new Phillies
stadium in Chinatown), students do a “power-mapping” of the actors
involved. Who holds the power? How might different groups of people
be affected?

Students look at a variety of maps and depictions of the neighborhood
and city, and are asked to reflect on what they see: What do the maps
show? What do they not show? For whom have they been made? For
maps showing demographic changes, what has changed and why?

“I liked working on the
tours. My favorite part
was the town planning
activity. We had to
map out a fake town
and then Mr. James
put a bridge in the
middle of our papers
and we had to
restructure our town.
Giving the tours was
fun and educational.”
“I learned about the
neighborhood my
school is in. I never
knew some of the
stuff before. I liked
being a tour guide. I
felt like a boss.”
10th graders, Parkway
Northwest HS for
Peace & Social Justice

In July 2012, SCAT partnered with AAU’s Paths to Leadership summer
program for a month-long workshop. At the end, a group of 12 high school
students led their younger counterparts on tours of Chinatown. These tours
focused on life in the neighborhood and the history of neighborhood
resistance to the city’s incursions on the land. In prep, students performed a
range of research: interviewing neighborhood activists (young and old,
including AAU staffers), power-mapping recent events, and playing
interactive games.

For the fall 2012 semester, SCAT spent two days a week working with students
from two core courses at the Parkway Northwest magnet school: “Multicultural
Ethics” (25 freshmen) and “Social and Community Leadership” (25 sophomores).
Because most Parkway students are not from Mt. Airy and the neighborhood is
relatively spread out, the students’ tours focused more on themes than events:
racial justice, food justice, gay rights, and voting rights. Students interviewed local
activists, analyzed documents and maps, and played a variety of games. Most
activities were performed in break-out groups or teams.

In November-December 2012, five upperclassmen from Germantown High
School participated in a ten-hour SCAT course at the Johnson House
Underground Railroad site. Their tour focused on the history of civil rights
struggle in Germantown, running from abolitionism to the black power
movement to this year’s fight to save Germantown High from closing.
Students looked at demographic shifts in the context of blockbusting and
redlining, read and discussed parts of Up South: Civil Rights and Black
Power in Philadelphia, interviewed two activists profiled in the book, and
went on two photo scavenger hunts.

Youth participatory action research, or YPAR, has three key elements: collective investigation of personally
relevant issues; reliance on indigenous knowledge to think through these issues; and a desire to take action on
the findings of the research. A more YPAR-oriented version of SCAT would start from and continuously revolve
around student self-inquiry. The focal project would still be the creation of neighborhood tours, but these tours
would be based on the following components:
School and youth issues are prioritized over neighborhood issues, per se. In this model, the course begins with
the construction of a “youth bill of rights.” Students define their rights, needs, and values, and judge how well
their school code and the city’s “youth concerns” account for them. The most important issues as defined by the
students—e.g., youth jobs, safety, health—become the basis for the investigations to follow: primary sources
(students search for sources that line up with their chosen issues); secondary sources (the issues become frames
for analyzing documents); oral history interviews (the issues are a basis for coming up with questions);
neighborhood observation (scavenger hunts later in the course can be molded around the issues; students can
also door-knock and go to businesses to ask residents and employees about them).
Students are encouraged to think about diversity within the neighborhood. Toward the beginning of the course,
students investigate neighborhood demographics. The activity starts with a group break-out: What do students
know, and not know, about different people in the neighborhood—like their parents, homeless and unemployed
people, workers, and other residents? How would they describe themselves? Then, students develop a class-wide
“identity petal chart” with different categories that chart the range of differences among them, and between
them and others. (For example, “age” could come out to be “between 13-15” for students and “between 16-75”
for local workers.) This activity could come before or after introductory games like “whose space?” and the
opening scavenger hunt.
Collective investigation. In line with YPAR tradition, students split into research collectives that they stick with
throughout the course.

The three SCAT courses conducted so far have followed a fairly common sequence: (1) introductory activities focused on issues of power, place, and
space; (2) content-heavy activities based on primary and secondary source documents; (3) oral history; (4) tour prep activities; (5) tours. Though the
activities have varied widely site-to-site, the goal has been to engage students in a variety of methods and inquiries in the service of a particular project:
designing walking tours focused on social history and neighborhood life. In this incarnation, SCAT uses methods from YPAR but isn’t as participant-driven
as YPAR in its purest form.

For historical events (e.g., citywide school walkouts in 1967), students can stage reenactments in groups.
These can take one of two forms: (1) image theater: each student picks a role, forms a pose, then adds a
motion, then a word, then a phrase; the rest of the class is supposed to interpret what the performance is
about; (2) skits with interventions: students act out the event, and others (“spect-actors”) are asked to
intervene to resolve the event being portrayed.
The “cyborg game” can supplement the creation of a class-wide map showing how students get to the
school or site from home. In this game, participants morph from one animal to another while moving
between spaces designated as “home,” “school,” and “work.”
To supplement the “boundary game,” students can walk around the neighborhood and map out the social
and physical boundaries that they see.

